
File System Implementation
-> need to track block usage on disk

-> block bitmap (stored on disk)

-> need to track metadata
-> reserved space for metadata (inode, file header, file record)

-> superblock (metadata of the filesystem)
-> loc of bitmap blocks
-> loc of inode table
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block size is configurable
-> can be settor, 8 sectors or more
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-> contiguous : tracks starting data blocks & # of blocks data takes up 

Data Layout

-> linked: metadata tracks first block and last block

-> array: store an array of data block #
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* bytes -> blocks, conversion

* assume blocksize= / sector crlw offsets + size)-@ blocks
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-> indexed/indirection: use a block separate block to store array of data block pointer

-> combined approaches
-> multilevel indexed (FFS): 12 direct pointer, 1 indirect, 

   1 doubly indirect, 1 triplely indirect

-> extents: tracks array/linked list of contiguous blocks
 each extent tracks a contiguous section of blocks
 extents sizes varies
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always need to read in indirection blocks

to locate data blocks - poorperformance for reading small files.



Fast File System (FFS) directptr->4KB of data

-> designed for disk
indirectptr ->4MB of data

-> When configured w/ block size of 4KB & 32bit disk address 2
double indirect -> 4GBofdata
triple indirect -> 4 TB ofdata
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